Thermage CPT-New York Debut of the Most Effective, Comfortable Thermage Non Surgical Facelift

*Newest Thermage CPT Vibrating Face Tip Yields Maximum Skin Tightening with Minimal Discomfort

Thermage grants Dr. Lisa Zdinak exclusive access to debut the Thermage CPT Face Tip with Vibrating Handpiece in New York City

Lisa A. Zdinak, M.D., Chief Surgeon and Medical Director of Precision Aesthetics and three-time Pinnacle Award Winning Thermage Physician, is pleased to have been chosen by Thermage to exclusively debut the Thermage CPT Face Tip and Vibrating Handpiece in New York City.

New York, NY (PRWEB) October 12, 2009 -- At last, the long awaited Thermage CPT Face Tip with Vibrating handpiece has been released and is making its New York City debut exclusively at Precision Aesthetics Thermage has once again recognized Dr. Zdinak as the premier Thermage provider in the Manhattan area and has granted exclusive access to the most advanced Thermage technology to three-time Pinnacle Award winning Precision Aesthetics.

How does this latest technology differ from previous offerings? Thermage CPT stands for "Comfort Pulse Technology" and is representative of Thermage's continued efforts to provide the most effective and comfortable skin tightening treatment available on the aesthetic market today. Comfort Pulse Technology achieves the following:

Greater Skin Tightening Through A New Heating Algorithm

The redesigned facial treatment tips deliver enhanced heat distribution and uniformity, which lead to improved volumetric heating. A greater volume of tissue is heated to target temperatures and the heating is more evenly distributed across the treatment area. Data from clinical studies demonstrate that the Thermage CPT system heats four times more tissue to therapeutic temperatures than current technologies. This translates into even more skin tightening than what was available with the prior facial tips!

Increased Comfort Through "Comfort Pulse Technology"
The new Thermage CPT system employs "Comfort Pulse Technology" along with a new vibrating handpiece to enhance efficacy and greatly improve patient comfort.

The new CPT technology helps lessen discomfort in the following ways:
1. A new vibrating handpiece offers a clinically proven improvement in patient comfort. In controlled, split-faced clinical studies, comparing treatment of over 40 patients with vibration to treatment without vibration, all patients preferred being treated with vibration.
2. The new energy delivery algorithm interweaves pulsed radiofrequency delivery with cooling bursts mimicking Transcutaneous Electrical Nerve Stimulation ("TENS") therapy, to disrupt the brain's neural response and improve comfort during treatment.
3. The heat is now more concentrated directly into the tissue being treated with less spillage onto the edges of the tip, eliminating that "pinch" at the end of the energy pulse.
Thermage is a safe, non-invasive skin-tightening procedure with no downtime that is clinically proven to tighten, contour, and rejuvenate the skin in a single treatment. Immediate results are visible and continue to improve for up to six months.

"I am so excited about this newest CPT technology with the vibrating handpiece! The skin tightening results are even more impressive than before, and the coolant/heat rotation and vibrational component have transformed the Thermage experience into something similar to a hot stone massage for the face. Believe it or not, we already have a waiting list for this one!"--Dr. Zdinak.

Thermage facial skin tightening and Thermage body shaping is the cornerstone of Dr. Zdinak's unique variety of non-invasive treatment combinations, which use the most advanced technology to achieve a more youthful appearance. Defining her highly effective approach as the "Precision Aesthetics Non-Surgical Lift," she customizes individual anti-aging protocols for her clients, which include Thermage nonsurgical face and body lifting and cellulite treatment, carboxytherapy for stretch marks and dark undereye circles, Botox Cosmetic for the correction of forehead wrinkles and frown lines, French Facial Vitamin Mesotherapy and Australian Ultrasonophoresis to boost collagen production in the skin, SilkPeel Diamond Microdermabrasion for precision skin polishing, and injectable fillers such as Restylane, Perlane, Juvederm, Juvederm Ultra Plus, Artefill, Evolence, Sculptra, Prevelle, and Radiesse for lip augmentation and facial sculpting. Dr. Zdinak also offers a variety of laser and light treatments such as Intense Pulsed Light (IPL) photofacials to treat the age spots and broken capillaries of sun damaged skin, laser skin resurfacing to smooth wrinkles and acne scars, and radiosurgery for scarless mole removal.

Dr. Zdinak services her clientele at 135 East 74th Street in Manhattan. Recognized as a go-to expert in the field of medical skin care, Dr. Zdinak frequently lectures to medical professionals and media consultants on the latest aesthetic technologies and techniques. She is a respected physician instructor and has lectured extensively in the United States and abroad. She is a frequent contributor to the World Congress on Anti-aging and Aesthetic Medicine in Paris and Monte Carlo, and has been featured on Fox News, as well as in VOGUE, ELLE, PEOPLE, and IN TOUCH magazines. Contact Dr. Zdinak's office at (212) 799-1411 for more information.
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